CALLS FOR
114
SERVICE
WATCH COMMANDER: Stuart/Ditolla

REPORTS
WRITTEN

TYPE

CASE#

LOCATION

SUMMARY

Stolen
Vehicle
Vehicle
Burglary
Vehicle
Burglary

19-84062

Heron Drive

19-84073

N. Riverwalk
Drive
S Riverwalk Drive

SP

19-84072

N Ocean Shore
Boulevard

Burglary
Vehicle
Stolen
Vehicle

19-84060

A Rainbow Lane

19-84127

Easterly Place

Domestic
Disturbance

19-84129

Belle Terre
Parkway and
Pritchard Drive

Narcotics

19-84074

Mahogany
Boulevard

V1 reported his 2020 Black Mercedes Benz bearing FL tag ELCD96
stolen.
While investigating above call RP waived down LEO in reference to
her unsecure vehicles being entered and a wallet being removed.
Upon victim cleaning out her vehicle from case 19-84062 she
observed a bag with clothing items determined to be stolen from
this location.
V1 advised he observed two subjects on his surveillance cameras
that went into his backyard. S1 was arrested for resisting without
violence and loitering and prowling. Inside a backpack within the
vehicle a firearm and methamphetamines was located and will be
submitted for evidence processing to attempt fingerprints.
V1 stated that sometime overnight someone entered his vehicle
and took the stock touch screen radio and the grill.
V1 reported her ex-boyfriend, S1, pushed her up against a wall and
forced her to sign the title of her car over to him. V1 reported that
S1 then stole her car keys and took her vehicle and left the scene.
Corporal Guida later located the vehicle approximately an hour. S1
was arrested reference domestic battery and grand theft of an
automobile.
Contact was made with female victim, V1, who advised she had a
verbal argument with S1 that turned physical when S1 grabbed her
by her hair before pulling over and pushing her out of the car. S1
was placed under arrest and charged with DWLS w/knowledge and
domestic battery.
FCSO performed a traffic stop on S1 for driving while license
suspended with knowledge. S1 was placed under arrest and he was
additionally charged with possession of fentanyl, possession of
cannabis under 20 grams and possession of drug paraphernalia.

19-84112

15

TRAFFIC STOPS

16

BAKER ACTS

1
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